CD DESIGN RELEASE PACKAGE 3 - ADDENDUM 05

PROJECT: SBC No. 166/005-08-2013 CM | MHM No. 15035 ETSU Fine Arts Classroom Building
DATE: January 19, 2018

Addendum 05 forms a part of CD Design Release Package 3 and modifies the original drawings and specifications issued on October 16, 2017.

DRAWINGS:
1. Unless noted otherwise, replace the following sheets with the attached updated sheets.
3. A417: Revised Electrical Box location at balcony edge. Updated light fixture locations and detail notes. Added detail reference for light rail frame.
4. A425: (sheet not reissued) For details 1 & 2, add friction-fit acoustic insulation at interior studs of double stud wall; add sound & vibration control stud brackets at third points (minimum) in double stud wall assembly, similar to section 2/A426.
5. A427: (sheet not reissued) For detail 2, add friction-fit acoustic insulation at interior studs of double stud wall; for details 1 & 2, add sound & vibration control stud brackets at third points (minimum), similar to section 2/A426.
6. A508: Added detail drawing of balcony stair curb and dimensions locating its extents. Revised notes on nosing detail.
7. A601: (sheet not reissued) Door 153 shall be type F. Doors 104G-A and 104H-A shall be type F; these two doors have additional applied finish on the recital hall side of the door as shown in the enlarged details.

SPECIFICATIONS AND NARRATIVES:
1. Not Used.

END OF ADDENDUM 05